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Abstract

A significant fraction of the variability found in the human transcriptome is due to alternative splicing, including alte
exon usage (AEU), intron retention and use of cryptic splice sites. We present a comparison of a large-scale analysi
in the human transcriptome through genome mapping of Open Reading Frame ESTs (ORESTES) and conventiona
is shown here that ORESTES probe low abundant messages more efficiently. In addition, most of the variants de
ORESTES affect the structure of the corresponding proteins.To cite this article: N.J. Sakabe et al., C. R. Biologies 326 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

ORESTES enrichies en variants rares d’exons affectant les protéines codées. Une fraction significative de la variabilit
du transcriptome humain observée est due ausplicing alternatif, incluant l’utilisation alternative d’exon, la rétention d’intron
l’usage de sites cryptiques desplicing. Nous présentons une analyse à grande échelle de l’utilisation alternative d’exon d
transcriptome humain, par le biais de la cartographie génomique d’étiquettes d’ADNc conventionnelles ou de phases
de lectures (ORESTES). Il est montré que les étiquettes ORESTES représentent plus efficacement les ARN mes
faible abondance. De plus, la plupart des variants détectés à l’aide des étiquettes ORESTES affectent la structure de
correspondantes.Pour citer cet article : N.J. Sakabe et al., C. R. Biologies 326 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Alternative splicing is one of the most importa
mechanisms for regulating gene function and
been implicated in many physiological phenome
including sex determination [1], sound recognition [
neuronal path finding [3] and apoptosis [4]. Due to
apparent low number of genes in the human geno
[5,6], it has been suggested that alternative splic
may be of critical relevance in expanding the hum
genetic repertoire, generating the complexity requ
for human development and homeostasis [7,8].

Variation of exon/intron structure can occur in se
eral different ways [9,10]. Exons can be spliced
from the pre-mRNA or skipped, resulting in altern
tive exon usage (AEU) patterns. Alternatively, intro
can be retained in the mature mRNA or cryptic don
and acceptor splicing sites can be used, generatin
tered exons. At the protein level, alternative splic
can have profound effects, including synthesis o
truncated protein due to the presence of a prema
stop codon. Changes in splicing have been show
determine the ligand binding activity of cell adhesi
molecules and to affect the activity of transcripti
factors [9]. Thedscam gene inDrosophila encodes
an axon guidance molecule and is considered an
ample of the diversification a gene can attain throu
alternative splicing. It is estimated that through t
combinatorial use of three different groups of exo
around 38 000 different protein products can be ge
ated from thedscam gene [11].

Large sets of human gene sequences have
analyzed with the aim of estimating the degree
alternative splicing [12–15]. More recently, Modre
et al. [16] analyzed alternative splicing in the ES
data from UniGene using a genome-based appro
Alternative splicing has been estimated to occur in
least 1/3 of all human genes.

In this report, we present a comparison of a lar
scale analysis of AEU within the human transcripto
by the genome mapping of Open Reading Frame E
.

(ORESTES) generated by the Human Cancer Gen
Project [17] and sequences generated by other t
niques (5′ and 3′ ESTs). ORESTES are express
sequence tags generated by low-stringency PCR
map preferentially in the central part of the messag
There is also a bias towards low abundance tr
scripts in the set of sequences generated by ORES
[17,18].

It is expected that the ORESTES dataset wo
be enriched with rare splicing variants that affect
structure of the corresponding protein. In this rep
we present data that support this notion. We fou
that clusters that represent genes of low express
as quantified by Serial Analysis of Gene Express
(SAGE) [19,20], contain more ORESTES than oth
ESTs. In addition, less ORESTES are required
detect splicing variants and the ORESTES set is sh
to be more effective in detecting AEU events with
the coding region of the corresponding genes.

2. Results

2.1. Representation of AEU

A critical issue in studies involving alternativ
splicing is the representation of variants. In gene
alternative splicing patterns are depicted by mu
ple alignments of transcripts. These alignments, h
ever, are usually long and do not provide a conc
schematic view of transcript variability. The design
a topological structure graph represents an alterna
that allows the use of graph theories for the study of
ternative splicing patterns but remains relatively co
plex. We suggest a different simple form of represe
ing the exon usage for all transcripts derived from
gene that takes the form of a binary matrix where e
column represents an exon and each row represe
sequence in a given cluster (see Methods). A ma
representing a hypothetical cluster is shown in Fig
where a given cell in the matrix is numbered 1 if t
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of a binary matrix. Exons are represente
columns while sequences are represented by rows. When prese
exon is annotated as 1 and when absent as 0. Exon skipping e
can be detected by searching for 10+ 1.

corresponding exon is represented in the corresp
ing sequence and the cell is numbered 0 if the exo
skipped.

There are advantages of such matrices over o
forms of representation of splicing variants: (i) their
interpretation is straightforward, (ii) they are a start
ing point for many statistical analyses, (iii) they are
suitable for cluster analysis, with the goal of identi
ing all unique forms of exon usage and (iv) they are
easy to parse and therefore appropriate for large-s
computational studies. A shortcoming of this mat
approach, at least in its present form, is that the ide
fication of other types of alternative splicing (e.g., t
use of cryptic splicing sites) is not possible. Howev
AEU corresponds to approximately half of the ca
of alternative splicing [16].

2.2. Detection of splicing variants

A binary matrix was generated for every cDN
cluster mapped in the human genome (see M
ods for a description of the genome-based cluste
strategy). This clustering strategy generated a n
redundant set of clusters containing all mapped
NAs. A relational database was created in which
source of each cDNA was annotated. A list of
n

Table 1
Overall statistics for the comparative exon usage analysis

Other ESTs ORESTES

clusters w/full-insert cDNAs 16737 13384
clusters w/full-insert cDNAs and
with >2 variants 8133 2989
AEU events in 370 000 sequences
normalized by length 7463 (5′) 4808

3666 (3′)

genes and the corresponding matrices are availab
http://www.ludwig.org.br/AEU.

Alternative splicing events in different parts of th
same gene may not be independent. In this anal
however, we combined all events independently e
when no single cDNA supported the full exon/intr
structure. This may have inflated the total numbe
splicing variants found without affecting the numb
of known genes that express more than one splic
variant. Detection of splicing variants is described
the Methods section. Each variant represents a s
redundant sequences.

We analyzed cDNA clusters containing at le
one cDNA sequence derived from a known hum
gene (called here full-insert cDNAs), correspond
to a non-redundant set of 17 553 such clusters. E
hundred and sixteen (816) clusters contained o
full-insert cDNAs. The remaining 16 737 clusters a
their corresponding matrices, containing OREST
and other ESTs, were used for the analyses descr
We considered ORESTES and other ESTs separa
as presented in Table 1.

The difference in the number of clusters with mo
than two variants can be explained by the fact t
the total number of ORESTES sequences is about
fold lower than that of all other ESTs. The numbe
of AEU events counted in a non-redundant set
variants sampled from an equal number of sequen
of ORESTES, 5′ and 3′ ESTs, normalized by length
are shown in Table 1. More events were found for′
ESTs, followed by ORESTES.

2.3. Distribution of AEU events within transcripts

Since ORESTES are preferentially mapped in
central part of a transcript, it is expected that mos
the AEU events represented by these sequences w
affect the structure of the corresponding protein.

http://www.ludwig.org.br/AEU
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Table 2
Number of AEU events in the coding region (CDS) and
the untranslated region (UTR) of full-insert cDNAs mapped
ORESTES and other ESTs

Other ESTs ORESTES

events in the CDS 9840 (77%) 2152 (85%
events in the UTR 3035 (23%) 374 (15%

P < 0.0001.

found that 85% of AEU events mapped by OREST
variants are located within the coding region. T
frequency is statistically significantly higher(P <

0.001) than that observed employing convention
ESTs only (77%) (Table 2). When we compar
ORESTES to 5′ and 3′ ESTs separately, we found th
ORESTES are more likely to report an event affect
the respective protein (75% for 5′ ESTs,P < 0.001
and 82% for 3′ ESTs,P = 0.001).

2.4. Variants represented exclusively by ORESTES
sequences

We found that several variants were exclusiv
represented by either ORESTES or conventional ES
Since the dataset of conventional ESTs is much la
than that of the ORESTES, we performed a comp
ison of all ORESTES variants with a random po
of conventional ESTs containing the same numbe
variants as the total set of ORESTES (17 745). In
simulation, about 40% of the variants were found to
exclusively represented by a single type of expres
sequence, indicating that ORESTES contribute to tr
scriptome coverage by detecting novel variants. H
ever, a more quantitative assessment of the ORES
contribution depends on the availability of more s
quence data.

2.5. Rare transcript variants are represented within
the ORESTES dataset

The normalization capacity of the ORESTES te
nology [17] and the fact that most of the splicing va
ants comprise rare transcripts lead to the suppos
that the ORESTES dataset should be enriched
rare transcripts.

Virtual SAGE tags were generated for the 16 7
full-insert cDNAs (mRNA from known genes) [20
from the clusters containing ORESTES and ot
Fig. 2. Normalized number of expressed sequences in clusters
function of SAGE tag frequency (in classes of 2). Low express
clusters are more populated by ORESTES than by other E
Black bars: ORESTES, grey bars: other ESTS. Only SAGE
frequencies up to 50 were plotted for the sake of clarity.

Table 3
Normalized number of sequences (ORESTES or other ESTs o
in clusters of low and high expression genes

Other ESTs ORESTES

Low expression* 11 947 14 485
High expression** 88 053 85 515

* � 5 SAGE tags,** > 5 SAGE tags,P � 0.001.

ESTs and their frequencies in all SAGE libraries w
counted [20]. Although SAGE is an excellent to
for gene expression analysis, low abundance ge
may be under-represented. Tags for 13% of all f
insert cDNAs were not present in any SAGE libra
These lowly expressed genes were represente
10 536 ORESTES (out of 100 000 sequences).
same clusters were represented by a lower numb
other ESTs (8591 out of 100 000 EST sequences).

Fig. 2 shows a region of a plot of the normaliz
number of cDNA sequences as a function of SA
tag frequency. Lower SAGE tag frequencies corre
with a higher number of ORESTES than conventio
ESTs.

Velculescu and collaborators [21] observed t
genes represented by�5 SAGE tags corresponde
to 127 342 transcripts accounting for 25% of the
tal mRNA mass (low expression) while genes re
resented by�500 SAGE tags corresponded to
transcripts representing 18% of total mRNA ma
(high expression). In our database, clusters that
sented SAGE tag frequencies�5 contain a total of
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14 485 ORESTES (out of 100 000 sequences) and
11 947 conventional ESTs (out of 100 000) (Table
This difference(P � 0.001) supports the concept th
ORESTES map to rare transcript variants more e
ciently than other ESTs.

3. Discussion

The accumulation of both cDNA and genomic s
quence data has become sufficiently large so to
low its utilization in large-scale analyses of altern
tive splicing in the human genome. However, one li
itation of the EST data is the intrinsic bias towar
the 3′ end of the transcripts. Since these regions
the transcripts have a lower frequency of introns [
and alternative splicing [12], these ESTs are not
pected to be enriched with splicing variants. One
ternative is the collection of ORESTES sequenc
which are biased toward the central region of messa
[18]. Another feature of the ORESTES sequences
bias towards less abundant transcripts [17,18]. Ba
on these two features it is reasonable to suppose
the ORESTES set contains a higher number of sp
ing variants when compared to ESTs from differe
sources. We have already characterized a variant o
nabc1 gene represented exclusively by an OREST
that is down-regulated in colon tumors [23].

In this report we presented a genome-wide anal
of alternative exon usage in the human transcripto
using the collection of ORESTES generated wit
the FAPESP/LICR-Human Cancer Genome Pro
[17]. Since around half of all splicing variants prese
AEU [16] it is reasonable to suppose that a large-sc
analysis of this type of alternative splicing is importa
and informative. Our approach has been centered
the generation of a binary matrix built for every cDN
cluster obtained through a genome-based cluste
strategy. It is well known that problems may exist
large-scale bioinformatics based studies of alterna
splicing [24]. The use of both cDNA and genome d
excludes artifacts from our analysis that are intrin
to approaches that are based solely on cDNA data

The distribution of events along the transcripts
conventional ESTs is in accord with previous wo
(all types of alternative splicing) [16]. A compariso
among ORESTES, 5′ and 3′ ESTs, showed a highe
number of AEU events for 5′ ESTs, followed by
t

ORESTES. The higher number of events detected
5′ ESTs is probably due to a higher rate of alterna
splicing in the 5′ half of transcripts, as previous
reported [16]. On the other hand, ORESTES probe
higher number of events affecting the encoded prot
Eighty-five percent and 75% of events detected
ORESTES and 5′ ESTs, respectively, affected th
coding region. For ORESTES, only 13 and 2%
all splicing events occur within the 5′ and 3′ UTRs,
respectively.

Our analysis also suggests that the OREST
dataset is enriched with rare splicing variants as e
uated by the number of sequences present in c
ters represented by� 5 SAGE tags when compared
the remaining ESTs. Also, the ORESTES set revea
variants not detected by other ESTs.

In summary, we found that the collection of ORE
TES is enriched with rare splicing variants affecti
the structure of the encoded protein. This ma
this technology a powerful platform for exhausti
screening of the variability found within the huma
transcriptome.

4. Methods

4.1. Data sources

Complete human genomic sequences (build
were obtained from the NCBI. Human ESTs we
obtained from human dbEST (July 2002) [25] a
mRNA sequences derived from known human ge
(called here full-insert cDNAs) were obtained fro
UniGene (release 153) [26]. The ORESTES coll
tion is almost entirely available in dbEST. A fe
ORESTES that have not met the quality criteria to
submitted to GenBank were also used in this an
sis. A complete set of ORESTES used in this work
available athttp://www.ludwig.org.br/AEU.

4.2. Genome mapping of cDNAs

Masking of genomic contigs provided by NCB
was used. MEGABLAST [27] was used to align pa
of genomic and transcribed sequences. Only pairs
aligned over at least 45% of total sequence length
with exons presenting more than 93% identity w
considered.

http://www.ludwig.org.br/AEU
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4.3. cDNA clustering

cDNA clusters were generated on the basis of
coordinates of cDNA alignments to human genom
sequences. Two sequences were clustered togeth
they presented at least one exon presenting a com
exon/intron boundary (allowing±5 bp of difference).
Sequences that did not present introns had to ove
at least 100 bp of another sequence in the cluster t
grouped together.

4.4. Alternative splicing

For each cluster, exons were defined by cD
alignment with the genome using only cDNAs th
span at least two exons. Sequences were repres
by a binary matrix where each column correspo
to an exon. If the sequence presented a given e
mapped in the cluster, the corresponding position
assigned 1, on the contrary 0. AEU events could
detected by searching for 10+ 1 in the matrices
where+ means at least one absent exon (Fig. 1).
quences of a given cluster bearing the same exon u
pattern, as represented by the binary matrices, w
grouped in one representative variant.

4.5. Analysis of AEU events within transcripts

Reference full-insert mRNAs were elected for ea
cluster according to the following criteria: (i) should
be the longest available, ideally covering the wh
cluster and (ii) have annotated coding region coor
nates starting at least 100 bp from the beginning
the mRNA. The position of an AEU event (10+ 1 in
the matrices) were considered to be that of the s
ing coordinate of the exon skipping (in the referen
full-insert mRNA).

4.6. Serial analysis of gene expression tag frequency
count

Virtual SAGE tags for 16 737 full-insert mRNA
(all clusters containing ORESTES and conventio
ESTs) were generated [20] and counted in all SAGE
braries available. The numbers of expressed seque
(ORESTES or other ESTs) were counted in each c
ter. Total sequences in clusters of the same SAGE
frequency were summed and normalized by the t
f

d

e

s

number of sequences available (370 149 OREST
and 2 160 400 5′ and 3′ ESTs in 16 737 clusters of
total of 17 553). Statistics of data in Table 3 were p
formed with raw data. Normalized data is presen
only for clarity.

4.7. Number of AEU events

Equal numbers of sequences with mean length
310 nt (the mean of the ORESTES dataset) were
domly picked from separate sets of ORESTES, 5′ and
3′ ESTs. The non-redundant set of variants repres
ing these sequences was determined and the nu
of AEU events counted. We performed this simulat
with increasing numbers of sequences until the t
number of the smallest set (370 000 ORESTES)
achieved.

4.8. Statistical tests

Homogeneityχ2 tests were performed to measu
significance of difference between classes.
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